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AURORA ITALIANIS

It's not the dark and quiet Job you would think, bombarding the

Italian mainland. Quite apart from your own starshells, fired to light

up the target at the moment of the action, there is a kaleidoscope of

what might he called "Aurora Italianis” all along the route. Or so it

was for our cruisers and their escorting destroyers on a recent raid*

"Flares on the "bo
w,

sir"
, yelled four look-outs in a

destroyer* Guns trained to readiness* Whoosh* Another suffusion of

red flare mushroomed skyward, a quick bearing was taken and a voice

laconically informed the ship 's company; "Carry on. That 's Stromboli

erupting"•

Through the blankness the destroyer led the way in on the target,

busily taking soundings, bearings, distances. Starshells were ready,
the fire gong poised. Then another dim flicker lit up the surface away

on the port side* Here was something to delay the whole programme•

"Perhaps E-boats to be knocked out before the whole force comes round for

a second run-in on the target", thought the Commanding Officer, as he

peered through his glasses on the bridge. But In a flash he had recognised
the mysterious light. It was- the first starshell flung by a second Royal
Naval force bombarding 22 miles up the Italian, coast. Five seconds later,
the -destroyer's salvo was drifting down brilliantly over the target and the

cruisers* guns were sighting and smashing an Italian'railway bridge.

So accurate was their fire that immediately a long blue shimmer of

light flickered up the hillside. "I wonder what the Electric Controller

in Naples is thinking now, looking at his ammeters", pondered one of the

officers.

The "Aurora Italianis" reached its Climax as the bombarding force sped

homeward, A blazing beacon of red, white and green glow grow over the

horizon. It resolved itself into one of Italy ' s biggest hospital ships,

and, though our cruisers and destroyers were hurrying top speed through

the night it remained in sight a full half hour.
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